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Seasons greetings. Welcome to the December 2021 edition of the quarterly ICSAN E-Newsletter. This edition is a package 

comprising eclectic items and featuring recent happenings in our Institute as well as some of the major activities and 

events of the Institute from beginning of the year.

You will see pictures of the major events and visitations of the Institute to eminent personalities and institutions in  the 

Photo Splash section while the usual Students Corner,  Members’ Section  and also the cherished  Health and Lifestyle 

Corner are also provided.  News across the globe on Corporate Governance are contained in the Corporate Governance 

News Section completes the array of items in this edition.

We welcome feedback from readers on how to  improve this Newsletter to serve you better in the coming year.

Thanks for reading and Happy New Year
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As is the custom at the end of the year, this section presents a review of all the major news items that defined the year 2021. 

In addition, it contains, news on activities and events that took place since the publication of the third quarter e-newsletter 

in September 2021. 

Happy reading.

FEBRUARY 
Interactive press parley heralds Institute’s 2021 programmes 

L-R: The Chairman of the Corporate Members and

Training Committee of the Institute, Mrs. Abiola

Laseinde, FCIS; the Chairman of the Publicity and

Advocacy Committee, Mrs. Lynda Onefeli, FCIS;

and the Head of Research, Mr. Kayode Ketefe, FCIS.

during the press briefing organised by the

Institute on February 26, 2021.

In the quest to publicise  coming programmes  and also respond to some current issues as a thought leader, the Institute 

organized a press parley on February 26, 2021.

At the well-attended parley that featured  journalists from some print and electronic media, the Institute  sensitized the 

media of  her Company Secretaries and Registrars’ Forum among other programmes of the Institute slated for the year. 

Addressing the media, the Chairman of the Corporate Members Committee and  chief host, Mrs. Abiola Laseinde, 

addressed some thorny issues in the Finance Act 2020, the Companies and Allied Matters Act 2020 as well Companies 

MARCH
ICSAN discusses controversies on Finance Act, CAMA 2020 at Forum

Window view of some of the participants

at the Forum
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The Finance Act 2020 and the Companies and Allied Matters Act were extensively discussed at the 2021 Companies 

Secretaries and Registrars’ Forum organized by the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators of Nigeria 

(ICSAN).

The Forum was held virtually on Thursday, March 4, 2021 to expose participants to modern day practices and practical 

solution to problems on company secretarial practices, the capital market and related issues. It was an interactive 

programme, facilitated by seasoned technocrats and experienced practitioners.

The theme of the Forum was “Managing Unclaimed Dividends and Unutilized Funds in Dormant Bank Accounts in 

Nigeria: Issues, Options and Way-out”

The Chairman of the Occasion was the Chairman of Philips Consulting Ltd, Mr. Foluso Phillips while the Keynote Speaker 

was a Partner in KPMG, Mr. Ajibola Olomol; the Co-Speaker was the Director-General of the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC), Dr. Lamido Yuguda, (ably represented by Mrs. Anastasia Braimoh. 

A panel of three experienced discussants, drawn from diverse backgrounds, added flavour  to the discourse. These were  

the  Sir. Sunny Nwosu of Independent Shareholders Association of Nigeria ; a Special Aide to the Vice-President of 

Nigeria, Mrs. Toyin Bashir, ACIS; and the Registrar/ Chief Executive Officer, Chartered Institute of Bankers of Nigeria 

(CIBN), Mr. Oluseye Awojobi.  The host was the President of the Institute, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS. Also in attendance was the 

Registrar, Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi, FCIS; some Council Members, Members of the Institute, Company Secretaries of various 

public companies as well as Registrars from reputable registrar services firms and organisations.

The controversial issues in the Finance Act regarding the transfer of unclaimed dividends and balances in dormant bank 

accounts (which has remained unclaimed or unutilised for a period of not less than six years) into a Trust Fund was  the 

focus of attention by speakers and discussants.

ICSAN opposes CIPPON Bill at N’A on brand conflict 

L-R: A Council Member of the Institute, Mr. Babatunde 

elewura,FCIS; Registrar, Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi, FCIS; the

Vice-President, Mr. Taiwo Owokalade, FCIS; and the 

Honourary Treasurer, Mr. Francis Olawale, FCIS

representing  ICSAN during the Institute’s presentation

on CIPPON Bill at the Public Hearing organised by the

House of Representatives) on March 22, 2021.

The Institute opposed the attempt by an organisation called Association of professional Secretarial Staff of Nigeria 

(APSSON), to be granted a “Chartered Status” through an Act of National Assembly. APSSON sought to transform into 

the Chartered Institute of Professional Secretarial Staff of Nigeria (CIPSSON) through a Bill sponsored to the National 

Assembly to that effect. 

ICSAN however believes that passing the Bill into the law will create an Institute that can easily be confused with her and 

therefore mislead people into mistaking the Institute for ICSAN. ICSAN’s opposition was expressed during the Public 

hearing on the Bill organized by the House of Representatives on March 23, 2021 in Abuja. ICSAN’s delegation was led by 

the President of the Institute, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS,  the Vice-President, Mr. Taiwo Owokalade, FCIS, the Treasurer, Mr. 

Francis Olawale, FCIS, the Registrar, Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi, FCIS and a Council Member, Mr. Mr. Babatunde Pelewura, FCIS.
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MAY
Relevance of Ethical Governance highlighted at ICSAN 2021 Roundtable

The Institute held her 2021 Roundtable on Corporate Governance on May 20, 2021 at 10.00 am via virtual mode. 

The theme of the Roundtable was “Ethical Governance in the Boardroom: Implications for Stakeholders”

The Roundtable on Corporate Governance is a cardinal programme of the Institute which aims at promoting good 

governance in both the Private and Public Sectors of the Nigerian economy, through the platform of intellectual 

engagement of topical issues of national and global importance and proffering viable solutions through 

recommendations anchored on international best practices

The Chief Host was the President of the Institute and the Chairman of the Governing Council, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS. The 

Chairman of the Occasion was HRM, Igwe Alfred Nnaemeka Achebe, FCIS. The Keynote Speaker was Professor 

Kanyinsola Ajayi (SAN) (who was ably represented by a Partner of the firm of Olaniwun Ajayi LP, Mr. Jonathan Aluju,

The Host was the Chairman of the Corporate Governance and Capacity Building Committee, of the Institute, Dr. 

Adeyinka Hassan, FCIS.

The Discussants who added deeper insights into diverse issues thrown up in the discourse were a former ICSAN Council 

Member Dr. Nechi Ezeako, FCIS and the Executive Vice-Chairman, Poise Nigeria, Mrs. Toyin Mavi Isibor.

Some members of the Governing Council of the Institute, Chartered Secretaries, Corporate Governance practitioners, 

business managers, entrepreneurs, academics as well as numerous stakeholders in the Nigerian business and 

economic spheres also participated at the event.

JUNE
Former Minister, Aganga, lists banes of Nigeria’s progress at ICSAN’s conference

Clockwise direction: The Chairman of the Publicity and Advocacy Committee of the Institute, Mrs. Lynda Onefeli,

FCIS; the Moderator at the event, Mr. Lekan Lagunju; the President of ICSAN, Mr. Bode Ayorinde, FCIS and the

Guest Speaker, Former Minister Olusegun Aganga at “The Conversation” event organised by the Institute on

June 2nd. 2021

A former Minister for Trade and Investments, Dr. Olusegun Aganga CON,  attributed Nigeria’s socio-economic woes and 

underdevelopment over the years to the dearth of strong institutions and weak governance at all tiers of government i.e., 

federal, state and local. He made this disclosure as a guest on Wednesday June 2nd 2021 on a programme called “The 

Conversation” organised by the Institute. 

“The Conversation’’ is a new advocacy program of the Institute centered around Governance and contemporary national 

issues to enlighten, educate and share knowledge with policy makers in the public and private sectors and members of 

the public. 
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Aganga, who pointed out some achievements recorded by the nation since independence as “cases of isolated success”, 

lamented that Nigeria was not where it was supposed to be in terms of industrial advancement and economic 

development.  He therefore tasked the political leaders, governance practitioners in both the public and private sectors 

and other stakeholders to rededicate themselves by embracing some core ethical values and norms which he 

described as inevitable to nation building, pollical stability, progress and development.

Oyo State Chapter holds investiture of Chairman, inaugurates Executive 

The Registrar of ICSAN, Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi,

FCIS decorating the Chairman of Oyo State

Chapter of ICSAN, Mr. Seyi Abiodun, FCIS,

with the insignia of office during his

investiture as the 4th Chairman of the

Chapter on June 17, 2021.

The Oyo State Chapter of the Institute held the formal investiture of her 4th Chairman, Mr. Oluseyi Adedayo Abiodun, 

FCIS,  on Thursday June, 17, 2021.

At the same colourful occasion which was held at Jogor Centre in Ibadan the new executive committee of the state’s 

chapter was also inaugurated.

Those who were in attendance were the Registrar Mrs. Ganiyat Olusesi FCIS (who led a delegation of ICSAN senior 

management) a Past Registrar of the Institute Mr. Dele Mr. Togunde, FCIS, Mr. Francis Olawale ( Council Member); the 

Vice Chancellor and Registrar of Lead City University, lbadan Professor Kabiru Adeyemo  and Mrs. Ayeni  respectively.

JULY
2021 Annual Public Lecture highlights Sustainability beyond rhetorics  

The Institute held her  2021 Annual Public Lecture  by virtual method on Friday July 16, 2021. The theme of the Lecture  

was “Sustainability beyond Rhetoric as a Corporate Survival Strategy”.The event was attended by Governance 

Professionals, business administrators, regulators and general members of the Public.

The Chief host was the erstwhile  President and the Chairman of the Governing Council of the Institute, Mr. Bode Ayeku, 

FCIS while the Chairman of the Ocassion was the Executive Chairman, CMC Logistic, Mr. Sonny Allison. The Guest 

Speaker was the Corporate Affairs Director, Nigerian Breweries Plc, Mrs. Sade Morgan.

The brilliant discussants who  added enriching perspectives to the discourse at this forum were  the Chief Executive 

Officer, CSR In Action, Mrs. Bekemo Masade Olowola, and Director, Corporate Affairs and Sustenance Business (West 

Africa) Unilever Nigeria Plc, Mrs. Oluwasoromidayo George. 

At the event, the Speakers and Discussants made a strong case for companies and organisations to be genuinely 

committed to the ideals and principles of sustainability beyond mere box-ticking as it is only then could they truly reap 

the benefits inherent in sustainability practices. 

The Institute organises Annual Public Lecture as a platform to beam searchlight on trending issues of public interest 

with a view to identify challenges and proffer solutions.

Using this medium the Institute has over the years contributed positively to the policy direction of Nigeria by availing the 

authorities of the much-needed policy guidance and guidelines while the private sector has also benefited from 

pragmatic ideas and initiatives churned out from the progremme. 

Participation at every ICSAN Annual Public Lecture is  free, as it is one of the Corporate  Social Responsibility eventz of 

the Institute. 
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Institute holds successful 2021 AGM July 30

L-R: Registrar/CEO, Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi FCIS, Vice-President Elect, Mrs. Funmi Ekundayo, FCIS, President,

Mr. Bode Ayeku FCIS, President Elect, Mr. Taiwo Gbenga Owokalade, FCIS, Immediate Past President,

Mr. Samuel Kolawole, FCIS; and Honorary Treasurer, ICSAN, Mr. Francis Olawale, FCIS at the 47th Annual

General Meeting (AGM) of the Institute held on July 30, 2021.

The 47th  Annual General Meeting of the Institute was held on Friday 30th July, 2021 at the National Secretariat, Plot 6, 

Elephant Cement Way, Alausa, Ikeja at 11am.

Due to the restrictions on gatherings as a result of Covid 19, only the office bearers and Council Members attended the 

AGM physically, while members of the Institute joined virtually.

Those physically present were the erstwhile President, Mr. Bode Ayeku, thePresident of the Institute, Mr. Taiwo 

Owokalade, FCIS, the Vice-President, Mrs. Funmi Ekundayo, FCIS; the Treasurer, Mr. Francis Olawale, FCIS and the 

Registrar/ CEO of the Institute, Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi.

The Notice of  the AGM was published in the Punch Newspaper of 22 June, 2021 in compliance with statutory 

requirements regarding Annual General Meetings.

Speaking at the Forum, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS, recalled the achievements the Institute had made in the preceding year, 

and thanked the members for their continued support. He concluded with this remark “We started the year 2021 on a 

very sound footing, aiming to consolidate on our achievements of the preceding year. So far it has been so good, we have 

successfully held not less than 75 per cent of our major programmes. 

AUGUST
Owokalade emerges ICSAN’s new President, set to build on legacy  

Owokalade
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A new chapter was opened in the annals of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators of Nigeria, (ICSAN), 

on  Tuesday  August 10  2021 with the investiture of Mr. Taiwo ’Gbenga Owokalade, FCIS as the 28th  President and 

Chairman of the Governing Council of the Institute.

The event, which held at the MUSON Centre Onikan Lagos, attracted eminent personalities across the length and 

breadth of Nigeria, with Governance professionals, captains of industry, traditional rulers and representatives of Ogun 

State government among the attendees.

Owokalade, a Chartered Secretary, Corporate Governance Practitioner, International Finance Corporation (IFC) certified 

trainer, Insurance Practitioner, Human Resources Specialist, Pension and Trust Management Practitioner, Community 

Development Advocate and a Legal Practitioner succeeded the former President, Mr. Bode Ayeku, whose tenure ended 

after a successful two years in the saddle.

In his Acceptance Speech, entitled “Uncommon Courage: Refreshing Opportunities”  Owokalade who extolled the 

virtues of his predecessors in office for their great contributions to the growth  of the Institute and  promised to 

consolidate on their good works.

He solicited for the cooperation and support of all members of the Institute stressing that no institute could accomplish 

lofty goals and objectives without the support and commitment of her members.  He said “The strength of an institute 

lies in its membership and as a Corporate Governance Institute that preaches Governance as a panacea to sound 

business practice, we should therefore be readily available in all facets of human endeavor; be it public sector, private 

sector of big, medium and SMES including NGOs.

 “To realize this, we need to grow our numbers rapidly in order to fill the huge gap needing our services. 

“The law already states who could practice company secretariship; it is therefore our duty to adapt the inclusiveness 

principle of bringing all these practitioners on board, train them, enhance their capacities and make them our 

members. 

“We shall revisit our membership process in order to ensure that no practicing company secretary is excluded from our 

membership irrespective of their years of service.” 

SEPTEMBER
ICSAN holds successful 2021 Annual Conference in September 2021

The Institute held her 2021 Annual General Conference at Shell Hall, MUSON Centre, Onikan, Lagos, on Thursday 

September 16th, 2021 with the theme “African Continental Free Trade and National Development: Issues, Challenges 

and Opportunities”, while the sub-themes were: -

(i) Nigeria Infrastructural Deficit and African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA): What Connection, What 

Solutions?

(ii) AfCTFA and the Nigerian Manufacturing Sector: Converting Challenges to Opportunities.

(iii) ACTFA: A fresh frontier for a Chartered Secretary/Governance Professional.

The Chairman of the Opening Ceremony was Honourable Minister for Trade and Investment, Otunba Richard Adeniyi 

Adebayo, while the Keynote Speaker was a retired Professor of International Law, University of Lagos, Akoka, Professor 

Akin Oyebode. The Chairman of the First Plenary Session was Attorney General & Commissioner for Justice, Lagos State, 

Chief Moyosore Onigbanjo, (SAN) (represented by Director of Civil Litigation, Mr. A. Oyenugba).

The other Speakers were Dr. Oyesola Oyekunle, ACIS; Director, Nigeria Export Processing Zones Authority; Mr. Jaiyeola 

Laoye, Chief Executive Officer Nigerian Economic Summit Group (NESG); Former Company Secretary/Legal Adviser, 

Nigeria Export Import Bank; Mr. Adeola Hassan Balogun, FCIS.

The Discussants were the Head of Policy and Advocacy Nigeria, Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN), Mrs. Joyce 

Akpata, FCIS; a renowned academic at the Department of Economics, ABU Business School, Ahmadu Bello University, 

Zaria, Dr. Garba Ado; the President,Technical Committee on Nigeria Yam Export Programme, Federal Ministry of 

Agriculture and Rural Development,  Professor Simon Irtwange, FNSA; and the Director General, Nigerian-American 

Chamber of Commerce (NACC), Mrs. Shola Obadimu.

The President of the Institute, Mr. Gbenga Taiwo Owokalade, FCIS, delivered the Welcome Address that preceded the 

discourse while the Vice-President, Mrs. Funmi Ekundayo, FCIS, gave the Vote of Thanks that formally ended the 

Conference.
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NOVEMBER
ICSAN/ AZEUS Convene holds memorable webinar on digital transformation

Panelists at the webinar. At the top right is the moderator, Mrs. Abiola Laseinde, FCIS.

The Institute   of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators of Nigeria, together  with a technical partner, Azeus Convene,  

held a memorable international webinar on November 23, 2021.

The webinar which had the theme, “THE EVOLUTION OF VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP DURING THE PANDEMIC, was 

conceived to empower participants on digital transformation and virtual leadership.

ICSAN is reputed as a leading voice on Corporate Governance in Nigeria and globally while  Azeus Convene,  is a leading 

IT services provider, with more than 30 years experience of successfully delivering IT solutions worldwide.

At the webinar, there was discussion on the journey of Nigerian organisations towards digital transformation and 

adaptive virtual leadership, in the midst of a pandemic. The facilitators further discussed how to effectively conduct 

board and annual general meetings virtually while enlightening perspectives on governance and business 

sustainability were also provided

The Facilitators at this exciting webinar were the Chief Executive Officer of Edniseal Consulting, Mrs. Biola Laseinde, FCIS,  

and the Company Secretary, FIDSON healthcare Plc,   Mr.Yomi Adebanjo, FCIS.
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(1) Reminder on payment of 2022 Membership Annual Due

This is to remind all members that the 2022 subscription becomes due from January 1st, 2022. Payment of annual due is a 

primary obligation of every member.

Payment can be made into any of the ICSAN Bank Accounts:

 First Bank: 2003620643

 GTBank: 0168087715

The following are the subscription fees for the various categories of members:

 Fellows: N15,000

 Associates: N10,000

 Graduates: N7,500

Benefits of payment of annual subscription include but not limited to: 

(i)  Group Life Assurance Scheme; and

(ii) Membership card.

After payment, kindly scan the evidence of payment, your passport

photograph in JPEG format and details of your next-of-kin (Name,

Residential Address, Business Address, GSM, E-mail address, and 

relationship) if you are yet to do so to: membership@icsan.org

For further enquiries, please contact:

Tunji on 08090661937, 

Ojiji on 08090662202 or send an e- mail to membership@icsan.org

(2) APPLY FOR YOUR PRACTICE LICENCE AND START YOUR OWN FIRM

This means successful applicants, who will be issued Practice Licence and customized stamp by the Institute, will be able 

to set up their own firms and offer secretarial service to corporate organisations and members of the public.

This may be the opportunity you have been waiting for to start your own firm as a Chartered Secretary in Public Practice. 

Apply now!

See the requirement for the Institute’s Practice Licence below.

Taiwo Ganiyat Olusesi (Mrs), FCIS

Registrar/CEO

1. Completed Application Form for the Practice Licence

2. Detailed CV of the Applicant

3. Photocopy of the ACIS OR FCIS Grade Membership

4. Evidence of Working Experience (pre or post)

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ICSAN PRACTICE LICENCE
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(3) Application for the ICSAN Graduate Internship Scheme

Dear Esteemed Member, 

 

This is to inform all interested Graduates of the Institute that application for participation in the Graduate Internship 

Scheme is still being accepted as the Institute prepares to send out next batch of Interns to corporate Engaging Entities.

 

The ICSAN Graduate Internship Scheme is an initiative under which Graduates of our Institute are posted to reputable 

corporate organisations for a period of six months, during which they will be exposed to practical side of the training 

they have undergone with ICSAN. 

 

The objective of the Scheme is to give the Graduates of the Institute the opportunity to acquire hands-on experience in 

Corporate Governance, Compliance, Share Registration and Company Secretarial Practice and other allied practical 

fields in reputable organisations in Nigeria. 

 

This will not only enrich the participants’ in terms of skills and competencies and boost their employment opportunity 

but also equip those who want to set up their own firms with the requisite basic knowledge and confidence to do so. 

 

This Interested Applicants should download the Application Form from the “Download Section” of the Institute’s 

website.  They should then fill it and attach a passport size-photograph and scan it alongside their curriculum vitae to 

kketefe@icsan.org  copying both foyedeji@icsan.org.

  

The Application Form can be accessed in the “Download Section” of the ICSAN website.

Thank you

Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi, FCIS

 Registrar/ CEO

(4) OTHER RELATED INFORMATION

Dear members, 

Please note the following information.

Membership Number and Fellowship Medallion 

Members of the Institute are enjoined to know their membership number as it would be used during the functions of 

the Institute. Members would have to mention their membership number before they ask questions or make 

suggestions at the functions of the Institute.

Furthermore, all Fellows attending any formal event of the Institute should always wear their Fellowship medallion. This 

would entitle them to be accorded all the privileges due to Fellows of the Institute at such events. Kindly note that 

having in your possession your Membership card of the Institute indicating you are a Fellow is not the same thing as 

wearing your Fellowship medallion and will not entitled to the privileges of a Fellow. 

5. Proof of payment of Annual Subscription

6. Proof of payment of the Licence Fee (13,000)

7. Letter of Recommendation from Applicant’s Employer/Fellow of ICSAN

8. Two Passport photographs.
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(1)  FULL ONLINE REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT METHOD 

This is notify all students that from the December diet henceforth all registration for examination must be done online on 

the Institute’s website. No application will be received manually and students are advised to follow the instructions on our 

website concerning their registration. The yearly subscription must also henceforth be paid online at the Institute’s portal. 

(See the procedure for all categories of students below)

STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE ON HOW TO ACCESS THE ICSAN PORTAL AS AN EXISTING

STUDENT TO UPDATE PROFILE AND REGISTER FOR EXAMINATION.

Find below the step- by-step procedure on how to update your profile and register for examinations.

UPDATE OF PROFILE.

1. Visit www.icsan.org

2. Put cursor on members’ area and click on members’ login from the dropdown.

3.  Enter your  username and password. (The Username is your student registration number while the default password is 

password). This should be changed after the first login. (Call 08090660169  or   08090660354 if you have forgotten your 

registration number). For those who did not provide an email address at initial registration, kindly contact the Institute to 

provide a valid email address for the portal administrator to initiate a reset password for you.

4. Click on login.

5. Put the cursor on members and select ‘My Profile’.

6. Update your profile on the portal. This must be done to enable you register for examinations. Ensure that all the 

information in the various columns are correct.

7. Upload a current passport photograph. The picture should be in JPEG or PNG and should not be more than 100kb.  The 

picture will not appear until you click on save to complete the process.

EXAMINATION REGISTRATION.

 1. Go to www.icsan.org

 2. Put your cursor on members’ area and click on members’ login from the drop down.

 3. Input your username (your username is your registration number) and password.

4. Put your cursor on members and select exam application from the drop down.

5. Select the exam year and examination diet.

6. Click on submit.

7. Select the subject(s) you intend to write and choose the examination centre of your choice.

8. Submit the application and proceed to make payment. (Your ATM card must activated for online payment)                   

9. Print examination docket after making payment. This is done by clicking on print exam docket from members’ drop 

down. Select the year and diet, then click on display docket to complete the process. 

NOTE: PLEASE BRING THE EXAMINATION DOCKET WITH YOU FOR EACH SESSION FOR INSPECTION BY THE 

INVIGILATORS.

CONTACT THE ADMINISTRATOR ON 08065897280 TO RECTIFY ANY CHALLENGES THAT MAY BE ENCOUNTERED 

WHILE UPDATING YOUR PROFILE OR REGISTERING FOR EXAMINATION.
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1. Visit www.icsan.org

2. Click on New applicant at the top of the page

3. Click on Create new profile

4. Input your email address, phone number, password and confirm password

5. Click on Register

6. Fill the registration form appropriately

7. Submit and wait for approval.

8. Once the institute approves, you receive an email informing you that your application has been approved and  

instruction to re-login (see login procedure for an existing applicant below) and proceed to payment.

9. Input your email address and password

10. Click on login

11. Proceed to payment and follow the payment instruction.

12. After payment confirmation, the student gets an email confirming successful payment and his/her membership 

number and password to log into the membership portal.

STEP BY STEP ON HOW TO ACCESS THE ICSAN MEMBERSHIP PORTALAS A
NEW/ FRESH APPLICANT

EXAMINATION REGISTRATION.

 1. Go to www.icsan.org

 2. Put your cursor on members’ area and click on members’ login from the drop down.

 3. Input your username (your username is your registration number)  and password.

4. Put your cursor on members and select exam application from the drop down.

5. Select the exam year and examination diet.

6. Click on submit.

7. Select the subject(s) you intend to write and choose the examination centre of your choice.

8. Submit the application and proceed to make payment. (Your ATM card must activated for online payment)                   

9. Print examination docket after making payment. This is done by clicking on print exam docket from members’ drop 

down. Select the year and diet, then click on display docket to complete the process. 

NOTE: PLEASE BRING THE EXAMINATION DOCKET WITH YOU FOR EACH SESSION FOR INSPECTION BY THE 

INVIGILATORS.

AS AN EXISTING APPLICANT WHO HAS NOT COMPLETED THE FORM OR
MADE PAYMENT.

1. Visit www.icsan.org

2. Click on New applicant at the top of the page

3. Input your email address and password

4. Click on login

5. Complete the form.

6. Submit and wait for approval.

7. Once the institute approves, you receive an email informing you that your application

has been approved and instruction to re-login and proceed to payment.

8. Input your email address and password

9. Click on login

10. Proceed to payment and follow the payment instruction.

11. After payment confirmation, the student gets an email confirming successful payment

and his/her membership number and password to log into the membership portal
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(i) The Institute’s Secretariat

Plot 6, Elephant Cement Way,

Central Business District

Alausa-Ikeja, Lagos

Tel: 08090660169, 08090662203

(ii) Ajomite Consult

Lekki City International College (LCIC).

#20, Dele Adediji Street, Off Durosimi Etti Drive,

Lekki Phase 1

Tel: 0802 762 2198; 0816 284 7819

(iii) Ipaja Study Centre

Ferscoat Nursery and Primary School.

#8, Ishola Close, Olude Bus Stop,

Ipaja

Tel: 0802 831 5806

(iv)  Osowoh & Associates

Iyana Ipaja ICSAN Lecture Centre, Palmville College, Gowon Estate, By Ponle Bus Stop, Egbeda-Iyana Ipaja Road,

Iyana Ipaja, Lagos.

Tel: 08027622198, 08162847819

(v) Bethel Grace Services

Plot 12, Fatai Atere Way,

Xerox-Matori,

Mushin-Lagos.

Tel: 0803 476 7206; 0802 812 7796; 0809 254 5753

Ibadan Lecture Centre\ICSAN Office,

Suite 1, New Genesis Building,

Opp YMCA. 21, Joyce B Road, Off Ring Road, Ibadan, Oyo State

Tel: 0803 476 7206; 0802 812 7796; 0809 254 5753

Abuja Centres

(i) Deyem Consulting Centre 

Government Secondary School

Area 101, Garki

Abuja Tel: 08034535926

(ii) Global Mandate

New Capital School

Kwame Nkrumah Crescent

Off Yakubu Gowon Crescent

Asokoro-Abuja Tel: 08052735895

3. ICSAN  LECTURES CENTRES

The accredited lecture centres of the Institutes are as follow: 

Lagos Centres
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River centres

(i) Centre for Corporate Policy & Strategic Research (CCPSR)

No. 20 Peremabiri Street

Off Agudama Street

D/Line Port-Harcourt

Rivers State

Tel: 0803 316 7402

(ii) Sebastian Essien & Associates

(Company Secretaries and Chartered Governance Professionals)

11, Tony Ogbogo Street,

School to Land, Iriebe,

Port Harcourt Rivers State.

Tel: 08035507044, 09019995610Email: info@sebassociates.com.

(iii) Novo Associates Ltd

11, Iriebe Street

Off Ndele Street

D/Line, Port-Harcourt

Rivers State

Tel: 0803 746 0560

Uyo Centre

EDUCATION RESOURCES & SERVICES

1, Ekpo Obot Street,

Off Oron Road

Uyo

Akwa-Ibom State

Tel: 08035899221

Kaduna Centre

MANAGING CONSULTANT

Uniways Consultancy Services Limited,

Suite UF 82, 4th Floor

Turaki Ali House, Behind NNDC Building,

Kaduna State

Tel: 08037010297

STUDY TEXTS

The Institute’s study texts on Corporate Law, Corporate Financial Management and Corporate Secretaryship are still 

available and selling fast. Both Corporate Law and Corporate Financial Management sell for four thousand naira only 

(N4, 000) while Corporate Secretaryship is three thousand five hundred naira only (N3, 500). 
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Fourth Presidential Press Parley (November 10th, 2021)

The President of the Institute, Mr. Taiwo ‘Gbenga

Owokalade, FCIS, addressing members of the

press during the 4th Presidential press parley 

held at the Institute’s Secretariat on November 

10, 2021 while the Registrar/CEO of the Institute, 

Mrs. Taiwo Ganiyat Olusesi, FCIS, and the

Chairman of the Publicity and Advocacy 

Committee of the Institute, Mrs. Lynda Onefeli, 

FCIS, listen with rapt attention.

L-R: The Head of Research, ICSAN, Mr. Kayode Ketefe, FCIS, the Senior Manager, (Operations), Mr. Akumefula Ojiji, FCIS; the

Registrar; the President; the Chairman of Publicity and Advocacy Committee and the Deputy Registrar (Operations) 

Mr. Mike Umogun, in a group photograph after the press parley.

Visitation to Obong University, Utu Etim Ekpo, Akwa Ibom State (October 12th, 2021) 

The President of ICSAN signing Memorandum of Understanding on 

Degree/Linkage Programme with the Obong University Utu Etim Ekpo, 

Akwa Ibom State during a visit to the University on October 12, 2021.  
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ICSAN’s representatives with the top

officers of the Obon University, 

Akwa Ibom, in a group photograph.

Inauguration of  ICSAN Strategic Sectoral Groups (November 16th 2021, 2021)

The, President, the Registrar and the 

Chairman of the Ocsaaion Mr. 

Muhammed Ahmad, during the

inauguration of the ICSAN Strategic

Sectoral Groups held virtually on 

November 16th, 2021. 

Visitation to NILDS Abuja, (DECMBER 7TH, 2021)
President of ICSAN, Mr. Taiwo ‘Gbenga Owokalade

FCIS (in black suit) introducing members of his

delegation to the Director-General of the National

Institute of Legislative and Democratic Studies

(NILDS), Abuja, Prof Abubakar Sulaimon, during

the ICSAN’s visit to the Institute on December 

7th, 2021.

L-R: Vice-President of the Institute, Mrs. Funmi Ekundayo, FCIS, the DG

NILDS, Prof Abubakar Sulaimon; ICSAN President, Mr. Taiwo ‘Gbenga 

Owokalade FCIS,  and the Registrar/CEO of ICSAN, Mrs. Taiwo Ganiyat 

Olusesi, FCIS, during the visit.
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A group photograph of ICSAN and NILDS teams during the visit.

FAST TRACT MEMBERSHIP TRAINING (DECEMBER DIET)

A group photograph of some of the facilitators, ICSAN staff and some of the participants at the Fast Track Membership

training which held between Monday November 29, 2021 and Friday December 3, 2021 at the NECA House, Alausa, Lagos. 

A group photograph at the

Fast Track training programme.
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Top ICSAN executives during the 2021 Fast Track Membership programme. At the extreme left is a former President

of the Institute, Dr. Nosike Agokei, FCIS while to right of the President are two Council Members, Mrs. Ronke Opajobi,

FCIS and Mrs. Benedicta Sadare, FCIS. 

L-R: A former Chairman of Oyo State Chapter

of ICSAN, Mr. Josiah Adedokun, FCIS; the

Registrar; the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Francis Olawale,

FCIS, the Chairman of Oyo State Chapter, Mr.

Seyi Abiodun, FCIS and a guest  at the Investiture

of the Chairman.

The members of the ICSAN 

Secretariat staff  felicitating

with the Chief Financial

Officer, Mr. Dolapo

 Ajibola during his birthday

celebration.
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The Registrar presenting ICSAN souvenir to the Vice-Chancellor of the

Anchor University, Ayobo-Ipaja, Lagos, Prof. Joseph Afolyan, during the

courtesy visit of the ICSAN team to the University.The Registrar

presenting ICSAN souvenir to the Vice-Chancellor of the Anchor 

University, Ayobo-Ipaja, Lagos, Prof. Joseph Afolyan, during the courtesy 

visit of the ICSAN team to the University.

The Registrar presenting ICSAN souvenir

to the Vice-Chancellor of the Lead

University, Ibadan Oyo State, Prof.

Kabiru Adeyemo, during the ICSAN

courtesy visit to the University while

the former Registrar of ICSAN, Mr.

Dele Togunde, FCIS, (2nd to the left)

and the Senior Manager (Operations)

ICSAN, look on with delight.

Registrar (flanked on either side by

members of ICSAN delegation)

presenting a pack to the Managing

Director, Ibom Power, Engr. Meyen

Etukudo, during ICSAN visit to his office
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The Registrar presenting ICSAN Journal and magazine to the Dean of Faculty of Law, Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu,

Prof. S. Gozie Ogbodo.  In the extreme left is ICSAN’s CFO, Mr. Dolapo Ajibola.

The Registrar presenting ICSAN souvenir to the State Coordinator of the Enugu State NYSC, Mr. Stephen Dewan.

The Vice-Chancellor of Afe Babalola University, Ado-Ekiti,

Ekiti State, Prof. Elizabeta Smaranda Olarinde receiving a

souvenir from the ICSAN, Registrar. In the extreme right is

the ICSAN Deputy-Registrar, (Academic), Ms. Dunni

Ogunsulire, FCIS.

A delightful Enugu State Head of Service, Mr. Chidi Ezema, receiving

ICSAN literature from the Registrar during a courtesy visit to his office. 
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The Registrar in a group photograph with Edo State

Head of Service, Mr. Anthony Okungbowa, (in blue tie)

together with members of his team.

The Registar  in a group photograph with the Deputy

Governor of Rivers State,  Hon. Mrs. Ipalibo Banigo and

members of ICSAN delegation and Deputy Governor’s Office.

A screenshot during the ICSAN 2021 Annual Public Lecture held on July 16, 2021.  In the middle of the first and second

row are the Chairman of the Annual Lecture Committee, Mr. Sesan Sobowale, FCIS and the Registrar respectively. At the

extreme right of the front row is the Immediate Past President of ICSAN, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS.

“Thank you for your superlative

tenure!” The Registrar seems to be

saying as she presents a giant

portrait to the Immediate Past

President of ICSAN, Mr. Bode

Ayeku, FCIS.
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Members of staff at the ICSAN National Secretariat, Alausa, Ikeja Lagos, in a group with the IPP as he takes the bow

from office.

L-R: The Registrar; a Past President of the

Institute, Mr. S. O. Ogundare, FCIS; the

President and Chairman of the Governing

Council, ICSAN, Mr. Taiwo Owokalade, FCIS 

and the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Francis Olawale, 

FCIS.

ICSAN delegation led by the President, Mr. Taiwo Owokalade, FCIS, (third in front row) and the team of Corporate Affairs

Commission during a courtesy visit to the Commission by the ICSAN.

ICSAN President presenting the Institute’s 

souvenir to the President of the Association

of Professional Bodies of Nigeria (APBN), 

Mr. Akinloye Oyegbola,  during a courtesy

visit to the APBN boss. The Registrar looks

with obvious delight.
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L-R: ICSAN Council, Member, Mr. Babatunde Pelewura,

FCIS; the Registrar, the President of  ICSAN and the

Administrator/CEO of the Public Service Institute of Nigeria,

(PSIN), Dr. Abdulganiyu Obatoyinbo during ICSAN courtesy

visit to his office in Abuja, The PSIN boss is seen here

decorating the ICSAN President.

ICSAN President presenting souvenir to the PSIN boss.

ICSAN President thrashing issuues on Corporate Governance during a live programme at the Ogun State Television, 

Abeokuta.

After his presentation, the President present ICSAN souvenir to the OGTV presenter.
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The President and members of ICSAN delegation 

during a courtesy visit to the Immediate Past 

Attorney-General of Ogun State, Mr. Akingbolahan

Adeniran. 

ICSAN delegation led by the President in group photograph during a courtesy visit to the palace of Emir of Ilorin. 

The President Presenting ICSAN souvenir to the VC of

KWARA State University, Prof MM Akanbi, SAN

Another  ICSAN delegation group photograph with the

representative of KWASU Management team.
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ICSAN president decorating a Past President of the Institute, Mr. Ayo Oshodi, FCIS, with the Institute’s Fellowship

Medallion, during a courtesy visit to the octogenarian’s house while the Registrar, a Council Member, Mrs. Jacqueline

Odiadi, FCIS and the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Francis Olawale, FCIS, observe proceedings with reverence.

L-R: The Registrar; the Vice-President of the Institute, Mrs. Funmi Ekundayo, FCIS; the President; the Hon. Treasurer, and

Chairman of the Publicity and Advocacy Committee, Mrs. Lynda Onefeli, FCIS shortly after the President’s press briefing.

The 2nd edition of the Company Secretary 

Handbook, a publication of the Institute, being 

launched by the President (surrounded by Council

Members) during 2021 Annual Conference.
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The Hon. Deputy Governor of Lagos State, 

Dr. Obafemi Hamzat collecting ICSAN’s 

“Award of Excellence in Corporate Governance” 

 on behalf of his boss, His Excellency, 

Mr. Babajide Sanwoolu, during the Institute’s

 2021 Annual Conference.

The President unveiling the ICSAN’s new Secretariat building prototype to the delight of all.

A group photograph of speakers, facilitators and discussants with the ICSAN President and Vice-President at the 2021

ICSAN Annual Conference. In grey suit fourth from the left is the renowned law professor emeritus of the University of Lagos,

Prof. Akin Oyebode. 
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A cross section of participants at the 2021 Council Retreat.

The President presenting the Immediate Past

President, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS, with special plaque

in commemoration of his passionate and quality

serice to the Institute during his eventful tenure at

the 2021 Council Retreat. The Vice-Presdent, 

Mrs. Funmi Ekundayo, FCIS; the Registrar and the

Treasuer witness the memorable event.

L-R A consultant at LMS Faculty & Whitewall Consulting, Mrs Modupeore Osomo; the President, the Registrar, the Hon.

Treasurer ICSAN) a Council Member and Chairman of the Publicity and Advocacy Committee, Mrs Lynda Onefeli , a

Member Audit and Risk Committee,  Mrs. Ify Essien - Akpan during a working visit by Mr. Owokalade  and his team to

Inlak Nigeria LMS facility in Lagos recently.
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A Past President of the Institute, Mr. Olatunde

Busari, SAN, receiving plaque of recognition 

from the President at the 2021 Retreat.

The President of APBN welcomes ICSAN President into

the Council of APBN with this official plaque.

Top ICSAN executives during the 2021 Fast Track Membership programme. At the extreme left is a former President of

the Institute, Dr. Nosike Agokei, FCIS while to right of the President are two Council Members, Mrs. Ronke Opajobi, FCIS

and Mrs. Benedicta Sadare, FCIS. 

ICSAN delegation led by the President on courtesy visit to the Director-General  and the Management of the Nigerian Law 

chool, Abuja. The DG, Prof. Isa Ciroma, is the third from left.
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Conferment of award

ICSAN felicitates with her Council  Member, Mrs. Uto

Ukpanah, FCIS, who was conferred with the award of

the Company Secretary of the Year at the  ESQ Nigeria

Legal Awards 2021.

Appointments

The Institute also felicitates with her member, Mr. 

George Ekpungu, ACIS, for his appointment into the

board of the Economic and Financial Crimes

Commission. (EFCC)

Felicitating with another treasured member, Pastor

Ezekiel Odeyemi, ACIS,  on his appointment as the Pro

Chancellor and Chairman of the Governing Council of the

Redeemers University.

The Governor of Lagos State, Mr. Babajide Sanwoolu, is

among the distinguished four Nigerians bestowed with

ICSAN great awards at the ICSAN 45TH  Annual Conference 

which held between Thursday 16th and Friday 17, 

September  2021. (See full list above)
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ACCURATE INFORMATION ON OMICRON VARIANT OF COVID 19 FROM WORLD
HEALTH ORGANISATION (WHO)

In this interview, a veteran doctor with WHO, Dr Maria Van Kerkhove, provides broad perspectives on Omicron variant of 

COVID 19, on what is known about the variant so far, updates on its transmissibility, severity, symptoms and ways to protect 

oneself against its deadly onslaught.

Question

What do we know so far about the transmissibility of Omicron?

Answer

We're learning a lot about the Omicron variant every day. In terms of transmissibility, we are seeing a really increased 

growth rate of Omicron over other variants of concern. These are some of the sharpest increases that we've seen to date. We 

do know that it has what we call a growth advantage over Delta. 

And what this means is that we're seeing a large increase in cases where Omicron is detected. At the time of filming this 

Omicron has been detected in more than 77 countries, but it's likely that it's present in other countries as well. The big 

question right now is how will Omicron compete with other variants that are circulating in populations? For example, will 

Omicron outcompete Delta or not? It's still a little bit early for us to have a full understanding, but what we can say is that 

some of the mutations that are identified in Omicron will provide a growth advantage, will allow it to be more 

transmissible.

 So, this is a concern that we have and as we know, more cases, if there's more increased transmissibility, which is what we 

are seeing, we'll have more cases. More cases mean more hospitalizations and more hospitalizations can put health care 

systems that are already overburdened into a state where people will not get the appropriate care that they need.

Question

Does Omicron cause more severe disease? And what are the symptoms we are seeing so far?

Answer

We're still learning about severity as well. We do know that people with Omicron can have the full spectrum of disease, 

everything from asymptomatic infection, mild infection, people needing hospitalization, and people have died from 

Omicron. We do have initial reports that suggest that Omicron is less severe compared to Delta. However, if again, if we 

have more cases, more cases mean more hospitalizations, and if a health care system is overburdened, people will die 

because they won't get the appropriate care that they need.

 So, it's early to tell whether or not Omicron is more or less severe, but we do have some initial reports that it is less severe. 

Now, don't be fooled. Even if we have a virus that causes less severe disease, this virus can affect vulnerable populations. 

And we know people with underlying conditions, people of advanced age, if they are infected with any variant of SARS-

CoV-2, including Omicron, they are at an increased risk of developing severe disease. 

So, it is really critical that even if we do see more mild disease, we still do everything that we can to reduce transmission in 

all populations, people who are vaccinated, as well as people who are not vaccinated. In terms of disease presentation, 

there are many studies that are underway that are looking at this and people who are infected with Omicron compared to 

other variants. We have not seen a change in the disease profile.

 For example, we haven't seen a change in the symptoms that people present with Omicron compared to Delta. So you 

won't be able to tell the difference. So, the best thing for you to do is to keep yourself safe, get vaccinated when you can and 

make sure that you take steps to reduce your exposure to this virus.
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Question

What can people do to protect themselves against Omicron? And what about the current batch of vaccines?

Answer

So there's many things that people can do to keep themselves safe. First of all, is get vaccinated. Now there are many 

studies that are underway that are looking at vaccine effectiveness against Omicron. And these studies are currently 

underway. We don't have that complete picture yet, but what we do know is that it is better to be vaccinated than 

not. 

And what is really critical in all countries is that those people who are at risk, those who are over the age of 60, those 

who have underlying conditions receive their vaccines and making sure they get their first and second doses. It's 

really, really critical that everybody get vaccinated when it's their turn. 

And at the same time, while we increase vaccination coverage among those who are most at risk in all countries, we 

also have to take steps to drive transmission down everywhere. And this is using simple measures: physical 

distancing, wearing of a well-fitted mask with clean hands, avoiding crowds, improving ventilation where we live, 

where we work, where we study.

 The biggest factor right now is making sure you reduce your exposure to the virus, no matter what variant is 

circulating. Everything we do right now, Delta variant is dominant worldwide,

that also needs to be brought under control, and everything that we do right now for Delta will benefit Omicron no 

matter how it unfolds, no matter what we learn about it. So, do your best to keep yourself safe.

Get vaccinated when you can and make sure that you reduce your exposure to this virus where you live.

Question

Thank you Maria. That was an update on the Omicron variant. Remember that as more information comes in, we will 

make it available to you on our channels. Until next time, then stay safe, stay healthy and stick with science. 

Culled from WHO’s website @ Episode #63 - Omicron variant (who.int)
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Stock market rolls out tougher corporate governance rules

(DEAR I.T MANAGER, PLEASE ONLY CAPTURE THE FIRST TWO PARAGRAPHS OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STORIES ON 

THE FRONT PAGE OF THE NEWLETTER, THEN CREATE A “READ MORE” LINK THAT WILL LEAD THEM TO GO AND READ THE 

REST ON OUR WEBSITE)

The Nigerian capital market will commence implementation of a new set of tougher and more stringent corporate 

governance rules which are aimed at ensuring directors and management of quoted companies uphold full and prompt 

disclosures.

The new set of rules were approved by Nigeria’s apex capital market regulators, Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC) after they had gone through the full process of rule-making including exposure of the draft to stakeholders and 

approval of the council of the NGX Regulation Limited, the self regulatory organisation (SRO) that regulates activities at the 

Nigerian Exchange (NGX).

The new rules are scheduled to take effect on the first trading day of 2022, Tuesday, January 4, 2022. The implementation is 

coming three years after the NGX  first drafted the amendments, underlining the scrupulous procedure undertaken by the 

stakeholders because of the far-reaching impact of the rules on the market.

Chief Executive Officer, NGX Regulation Limited, Tinuade Awe confirmed that the market would begin implementation of 

amendments to major rules dealing with board meetings and general meetings as trading commences in 2022.

The new rules expanded the scope of price sensitive information and also reduced by half the time lag for the report of any 

board meeting for consideration of such sensitive information.

According to the new rules, all quoted companies must notify the Exchange, and by extension, the general investing 

public, in writing of the date and time of board of directors’ meeting at which interim or audited financials, 

recommendation of dividends, bonus or issuance of rights, capital restructuring and other price sensitive information 

would be considered at least seven business days before such meeting. 

Interim or audited financials and capital restructuring are not specified under the current rules due for change next week 

while the notification date currently is 14 days.

Culled from The Nation newspaper @Stock market rolls out tougher corporate governance rules | The Nation 

(thenationonlineng.net)

Traders send SOS to CBN over multiple charges/deductions by commercial banks

The South East Amalgamated Markets Traders Association, SEAMATA, has sent a “Save Our Souls, SOS,” signal to the 

Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN, over multiple and indiscriminate charges and deductions on customers by commercial 

banks.

SEAMATA is the umbrella association of traders in all the markets in the South East geo-political zone and traders of South 

East extraction doing business across the states of the Federation and in the Diaspora.

The association said this in an open letter addressed to the Governor of the CBN, Dr. Godwin Emefiele, on Monday and 

made it available to newsmen in Enugu.

he letter was jointly signed by the President-General of SEAMATA, Gozie Akudolu, and its Secretary, Alex Okwudiri, 

respectively.

According to the statement, “we are directed to formally bring to your notice the indiscriminate act of financial oppression 

which our members and all depositors and operators of bank accounts experience on a daily basis from commercial banks 

through indiscriminate charges and deductions.

It said that most of the transactions are the social responsibility of the banks, adding that the banks make deductions and 

charges for virtually every transaction ranging from deposits to even confirmation of signature.
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The statement reads in part: “Part of the major responsibilities of the commercial banks, we know, is to accept money 

deposits from customers and keep safe custody of the same, and perform such other transactions for and as directed by 

the customer through various bank instruments.

Culled from Daily Nigerian@ Nigerian traders send SOS to CBN over multiple charges/deductions by commercial 

banks - Daily Nigerian

Illicit financial outflow and Tax Evasion: Undermining or promoting development
in Nigeria?

Development experts have always engaged in intensive discourses of development in any nation within the purview of 

internationally recognized indices among which poverty, unemployment and their antecedents in the nations under 

review dominate the content of such discourses.

Expectedly, these are notable parameters by which a nation’s development and international competitiveness or 

otherwise are properly measured.

Nigeria has maintained the infamous position in the global rungs of poverty-burdened countries in the world, with 93.9 

million people in Africa’s most populous country currently living below the poverty line despite the rich natural, mineral 

and human resources the country is endowed with.

Given the low level of development in Nigeria, the big capitalist elites in the Western nations who are at a vantage 

position in terms of economic prosperity are expected to act as a shield to protect the economic rights of poor nations of 

the world, considering how often the western developed nations have always claimed to be champions of protecting 

human rights worldwide. 

However, the activities of some of these western multinationals led by those from the US have left much to be desired, 

making pundits wonder if they are really interested in helping the poor of the poorest nations get out of the poverty 

brackets as they have always proclaimed.

The ugly reality is that despite the prevailing poverty level In Nigeria, the country has continued to be pummeled by 

organized illicit financial outflows like tax evasion and money laundering among others which are sometimes 

perpetrated in connivance with those who ought to prevent such. 

The activities of the International Oil Companies operating in Nigeria and how they have been milking the economy 

came to the fore sometimes ago in the National dailies as the Lagos Zone of the Tax Appeal Tribunal ordered Mobil 

Producing Nigeria Unlimited to pay 83.4 million dollars (N13 billion) education tax to the Federal Inland Revenue Service 

(FIRS).

 This is just one of the numerous cases of misdemeanors perpetrated by these powerful multinational concerns. In a 

report released in 2019 by the Nigeria Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI) and Trust Africa indicated that 

Nigeria loses between $15b billion and $18b yearly to illicit financial flow, and over 92 percent of the crime is reportedly 

committed in the oil and gas sector

Culled from The Nation @US Multinationals et al, Illicit Financial Outflow and Tax Evasion: Undermining or Promoting 

Development In Nigeria? (thenationonlineng.net)

Nearly half of FTSE 350 firms now have BAME directors

The number of FTSE 350 companies with a director of colour has jumped 108% over the past year, as companies face 

greater pressure to increase diversity across top leadership roles.

The increase means that 123 of the largest listed firms now have a black, Asian or minority ethnic director (BAME) on the 

board, up from just 59 last year, according to Thomson Reuters which compiled the data. That accounts for nearly half of 

the FTSE 350, at 45%.

“It is important that companies continue to make improvements in this area, as there seems to be no slowing in the 

drivers for increased board and leadership diversity, including pressure from politicians and regulators,” Hilary Owens 

Gray, a director of practical law at Thomson Reuters said. “Evidence shows that more diverse businesses can be more 

successful businesses and ultimately deliver better long-term returns for shareholders.”

The increase in representation comes as companies race to meet voluntary deadlines to appoint at least one BAME 

director to their boards as part of the government-backed Parker review, which tracks ethnic diversity across stock 

market-listed companies.
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The review, which launched in 2017, gave FTSE 100 firms until the end of 2021 to appoint at least one BAME board-level 

director. The same target was set for the FTSE 250 companies, but with a deadline of 2024.

It also follows the UK regulator’s plans to require listed companies to either achieve targets for ethnic and gender 

representation on their boards, or publish an explanation as to why they continue to lag behind.

The proposals, which would require changing the UK’s listing, disclosure and transparency rules, would also force listed 

companies to publish data on the gender and ethnic composition of their boards, as well as across senior executive roles.

Culled from The Guardian @ Nearly half of FTSE 350 firms now have BAME directors | Corporate governance | The 

Guardian

Is BT the next British company in line for a takeover?

BT’s status as a potential takeover target is back in focus after UK rules preventing its new largest shareholder from 

making its next move expired on Saturday. Here we look at the key points.

What is happening? Altice, the telecoms group controlled by the billionaire Patrick Drahi, made an unexpected £2.2bn 

share swoop in June to take a 12.1% stake in BT. After the move Drahi, who has said he is supportive of management and 

their strategy and is not seeking to take control of BT, has been subject to a six-month no-bid clause. However, all bets are 

off from 11 December.

Why is BT a target? The timing of Drahi’s stake-building was no accident. It followed BT’s £15bn commitment to roll out 

full-fibre broadband to 25m homes by 2026, having gained valuable regulatory and financial incentives guaranteeing a 

return on the huge investment over the long term. Telecoms have long argued that they are undervalued by the market; 

BT’s share price remains stubbornly about 65% down on 2015 levels, while the pandemic has shown the essential role 

internet and mobile companies play in society and strategic importance to the nation.

What are the options? Drahi could look to increase his stake in BT by snapping up more shares with one option to quickly 

double his holding by buying out Deutsche Telekom. Höttges said recently the company is “entertaining all options” 

regarding BT. Drahi could also demand a seat on the board, as Deutsche Telekom has, to increase his direct influence 

over future strategy.

A full-blown takeover could also be on the cards, although it would come with significant ramifications, both in terms of 

competition and politics.

Britain has become more wary of threats to the economy and national security posed by the sale of certain UK 

companies to foreign rivals and private equity firms. From January, the government will gain tougher powers to block 

the takeover of key national assets, which BT would certainly be designated, under the National Security and Investment 

Act 2021.

Culled from The Guardian @Is BT the next British company in line for a takeover? | BT | The Guardian

Will Japan’s new prime minister continue to reform corporate governance?

Kishida fumio, Japan’s new prime minister, has voiced no opposition to the corporate-governance reforms of Abe 

Shinzo. His predecessor’s efforts to make Japanese companies more focused on shareholder returns and less beholden 

to insider management were central to his economic reforms. 

But nor has Mr Kishida said much in their favour. Proposals for tax breaks for companies that increase wages have made 

it into the manifesto of his ruling Liberal Democratic Party, as have references to the importance of stakeholders over 

shareholders. That will worry those who think Japanese shareholder capitalism has not yet gone far enough.

A new test will provide more evidence of Mr Kishida’s attitude to changing the behaviour of Japan Inc. In September sbi 

Holdings, a financial conglomerate, made an unsolicited takeover offer which would raise its holding in Shinsei Bank, a 

regional lender, from around 20% to 48%. sbi has ambitions to create a Japanese megabank through alliances and 

acquisitions.

 The consolidation of the country’s multitudinous small banks is precisely the sort of change the corporate-governance 

reforms were implemented to facilitate. Shinsei Bank opposes the offer as it stands, making it a hostile bid, still an 

extremely rare event in Japan. It is willing to defend itself using a “poison pill” which would dilute sbi’s holding, subject to 

shareholder approval in a meeting on November 25th.

Culled from The Economist @ Will Japan’s new prime minister continue to reform corporate governance? | The 

Economist
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